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Hardwired
Master teacher Keith Drury has taken the best from his two
previous classics (Spiritual Disciplines for Ordinary People and With
Unveiled Faces), and powerfully concentrated and updated it into
this new and accessible book, offering the wisdom of ancient
disciplines in simple, practical terms that today's Christians can
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understand and apply. Supported by modern research, Drury leads
readers through the heart-softening effects of ancient practices. But
then he takes believers beyond disciplines, holding up a mirror to
reflect just what our souls should look like when God does the
shaping. Learn to simply and consistently practice the disciplines
God has given you, and learn to recognize the new shape God will
make of your soul.

The Personal Testimony of God the Father to the Person,
Godhead, and Sonship of God the Son; as Set Forth in the
Scriptures of God the Holy Ghost, Etc
The Person God Is
The person God is
Destiny is one of the most misunderstood areas in life both for
Christians and Non-Christians. This book is an eye opener on
Divine Destiny. A lot of what God has deposited within me is
revealed in this book. A lot from my personal meditations, ministry
bible studies, newsletters and much more are included so that every
reader will be able to draw from the well of life. Upon completion of
the book, the reader should have a new insight on the purpose of
God for their life that will cause them to fulfil their God given
assignment here on earth.

Be Complete (Colossians)
Women desire to live well. However, living well in this modern
world is a challenge. The pace of life, along with the new front
porch of social media, has changed the landscape of our lives.
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Women have been told for far too long that being on the go and
accumulating more things will make their lives full. As a result, we
grasp for the wrong things in life and come up empty. God created
us to walk with him; to know him and to be loved by him. He is our
living well and when we drink from the water he continually
provides, it will change us. Our marriages, our parenting, and our
homemaking will be transformed. Mommy-blogger Courtney
Joseph is a cheerful realist. She tackles the challenge of holding onto
vintage values in a modern world, starting with the keys to
protecting our walk with God. No subject is off-limits as she moves
on to marriage, parenting, and household management. Rooted in
the Bible, her practical approach includes tons of tips that are
perfect for busy moms, including: Simple Solutions for Studying
God’s Word How to Handle Marriage, Parenting, and
Homemaking in a Digital Age 10 Steps to Completing Your
Husband Dealing With Disappointed Expectations in Motherhood
Creating Routines that Bring Rest Pursuing the Discipline and
Diligence of the Proverbs 31 Woman There is nothing more
important than fostering your faith, building your marriage, training
your children, and creating a haven for your family. Women Living
Well is a clear and personal guide to making the most of these
precious responsibilities.

History of the Development of the Doctrine of the Person
of Christ
Discover Hope, Grace, and Healing in These 800 Promises Straight
from God's Word With millions of copies in print, this book stands
as a proven and essential Bible tool for everyday use. Now available
in a larger size, this volume continues to bring truths from God's
Word into almost every spiritual and personal problem encountered
today. The 800 specific promises are arranged topically, making this
an easy-to-use resource for all who need words of encouragement or
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who simply want quick access to categorized Scriptures. Readers
looking for a "purse companion" or meaningful gift will welcome
this new edition of the beloved classic.

Be Like Jesus Study Guide
*#1 New York Times Bestseller* You deserve to stop suffering
because of what other people have done to you. Have you ever felt
stuck in a cycle of unresolved pain, playing offenses over and over in
your mind? You know you can't go on like this, but you don't know
what to do next. Lysa TerKeurst has wrestled through this journey.
But in surprising ways, she’s discovered how to let go of bound-up
resentment and overcome the resistance to forgiving people who
aren’t willing to make things right. With deep empathy,
therapeutic insight, and rich Bible teaching coming out of more
than 1,000 hours of theological study, Lysa will help you: Learn
how to move on when the other person refuses to change and never
says they're sorry. Walk through a step-by-step process to free
yourself from the hurt of your past and feel less offended today.
Discover what the Bible really says about forgiveness and the peace
that comes from living it out right now. Identify what's stealing trust
and vulnerability from your relationships so you can believe there is
still good ahead. Disempower the triggers hijacking your emotions
by embracing the two necessary parts of forgiveness.

The Person of Jesus
Becoming Like Jesus Is a Journey God wants to transform your
thoughts and your actions so you will bear good fruit, impact the
world, and experience joy in your life. But for this to happen, you
must remain in community with Christ so he can instill his lifegiving spiritual virtues within you. As you do this on an ongoing
basis – abiding in the presence of Jesus on a daily basis – the
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more spiritual fruit you will produce. Be Like Jesus reveals how
practicing these spiritual virtues, when embraced in your heart and
mind, will lead you in fulfilling your mission to not only think and
act like Jesus . . . but actually be like Jesus. This study guide includes
video teaching notes, group discussion questions, case studies,
personal reflection questions, and Scripture readings. Sessions
include: How Does God Want Me to Love Others? What Will Give
Me True Joy? How Do I Find Real Peace? How Does God Free Me
from Sinful Habits? How Can I Maintain Hope During Hardships?
How Can I Be Patient with Others? Why Should I Be Loyal to
Others? How Can I Be Considerate of Others? Designed for use
with the Be Like Jesus digital video or DVD, sold separately.
Adapted from Part 3 of the Believe Study Guide and Think, Act, Be
Like Jesus by Randy Frazee.

Break Down Your Walls
Effective October 1, 2002, Joyce Meyer's bestselling backlist is
available exclusively from Warner Faith. And look for the first of
several new major books from Joyce beginning in April 2003.

Friendship with God (eBook)
A book centered on the person of Jesus Christ as the meaning of the
Sabbath.

Discovering My Niche
[ WHAT IF THE GOD YOU BELIEVE IN DOESN'T EXIST?
]What we belive about God is the firm foundation upon which life,
the universe, and everything is built. Even if we say there is no God,
each of us has something that defines ultimate reality. This
foundation, therefore, is the most important piece of our brain or
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spirit, science or theology, that we could explore.If every single one
of us believes in something that defines all reality, even if it is just
ourselves, then where did we get these beliefs? How did we come to
believe what we believe about the most important question ever
asked? Most importantly, what if the God we belive in, doesn't
exist?This book begins with a question THE question. Who Is This
God Person, Anyway? The answer may not be 42, but it does give
us the answer to life, the universe, and everything. Pastor and
author Lee Brown poses this all important question as he invites you
into the most life-changing conversation of all. Sprinkled
throughout with personal reflection and life stories, as well as a
healthy dose of outright nerdery, "Who Is This God Person,
Anyway?" is the perfect book for anyone who has questions about
God, the universe, and everything, but doesn't want to spend a
bunch of time reading theological tomes.

‘The Person God Made Me to Be’: Navigating
Working-Class and Christian Identities in English
Evangelical Christianity
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.

Person, Grace, and God
For those who truly desire a comprehensive understanding of the
exigency of the incarnation, centrality of the cross and the sine qua
non of the resurrectionThis is a must read! Dr. Williams brilliantly
weaves together orthodox theology with practical application
resulting in a work meaty enough for the scholar yet digestible and
building for the everyday church goer. -- Bishop Donald Clay, Petra
International Ministries, Pittsburg, PA This book is an important
contribution to the 21st century Christian community. It presents a
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strong unapologetic biblical methodical argument of The God Man,
Jesus, based on Scripture with strong visual illustrations. As such,
ministers and lay persons would greatly appreciate and benefit
biblically and theologically in regards to the natures and function of
The God Man. Therefore, I strongly encourage and recommend
everyone to read this book which presents a clear succinct
understanding of The God Man. -De Lafayette Awkward,
Princeton Theological Seminary (M.Div. & Th.M), Hebrew
University of Jerusalem (ABD), Pastor of New Lots Community
Church, Reformed Church in America In 451 the Council of
Chalcedon meet and confirmed that Christ had two natures: one
divine and the other human. Over the centuries the concept of the
"God Man" has confused, intrigued and escaped the logic of
theologians, preachers, and students. In his book "The God-Man,"
Elder J. D. Williams seeks to explain his concept through
comprehensive exploration and exposition. Elder Williams has
provided an excellent text that includes research, sermons and
illustrations that are designed to enlighten the mind, while providing
further dialogue among those who wish to gain a deeper
understanding of the term the "God-Man." --Rev. Dr. Carl L.
Washington, Jr. Pastor, New Mount Zion Baptist Church Former
Moderator, United Missionary Baptist Association President,
Empire Baptist Missionary Convention Dr. J. D. Williams is a
profound pedagogue who's deep and contemplative studies are
captured within these pages. His insightful perspective regarding the
revelation of the mystery between God and Christ is a must read for
all in search of a more weighty theological enlightenment. -- Bishop
Eric R. Figueroa, Sr. Presiding Prelate, New Life Covenant
Fellowship Senior Pastor, New Life Tabernacle

Being the Person God Made You to be
From the Author of "Signs from God", Sharon Shabinaw, brings
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you her second book, "Break Down Your Walls!" Be the person
God created you to bebe a Better You! The inspiration within this
book, was truly a gift from God that Sharon received. After
struggling for several years dealing with stress, God intervened
because she could take no more. When her stress levels hit their
peak, God stepped in and forced her to take the time she needed to
heal from the inside out. This is a story that starts with stress and
anxiety, which then turned into her worst nightmare as she locked
eyes with her husband as she heard the nurse call for the paddles. It
is a story of struggle, recovery, self-reflection, and self-development
that will truly make you think about the person you are, and could
change your life as well!

Christologia Or, A Declaration of the Glorious Mystery of
the Person of Christ, God and Man
The Man God Has For You
Nothing Beats the Taste of Fresh Fruit. Would you like true
fulfillment in your life? Health in your relationships? Victory over
anxiety and conflict? You can have them?if you let God’s Spirit
grow his fruit in your heart.In The Fruit of the Spirit, Tom Trask
and Wayde Goodall take you for a close look at love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, and the rest of the fruit of the Spirit. Here is a
passionate and illuminating look at what happens to your thoughts,
emotions, and actions when you live each day in intimate
relationship with Jesus Christ. Drawing from the storehouse of
God’s Word, Trask and Goodall sow seeds of insight into your
heart that both convict and encourage. They show how you can
cooperate with God’s work in your life. And they offer true-life
examples of the difference you, too, can make when you let the
Holy Spirit reproduce the character of Jesus within you. Your
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witness for Christ is as good as the fruit your relationship with him
produces. The Fruit of the Spirit points you toward a lifestyle that
makes the Gospel you proclaim attractive to others because they
can see its results.

Forgiving What You Can't Forget
GLAM

Uniquely You! Embracing the Person God Created You
to be
Are you open to re-imagining your relationship with God as a
friendship? Do you want to be transformed into the person God
wants you to be? Friendship with God transforms us. As we learn to
trust God as our Divine Friend, it has a transforming effect on our
whole lives. It affects how we pray, our relationships with each other
and the way we understand our everyday lives. It changes the way
we think and feel, what we desire and long for, the way we see each
other and how we seek to live our lives in the world. We could say
our friendship with God creates the climate in which you and I
become the people God wants us to be. In his latest book,
Friendship with God, Trevor Hudson digs into these two
interwoven themes of friendship and personal transformation. He
explains that friendship is a helpful analogy for the intimate kind of
relationship God wants with us. Put very simply, the gospel invites
you and me into friendship with God. When we become friends
with Jesus, we are drawn into God’s greater dream for the world.
This indeed is the purpose of our lives on earth. We are created to
become friends of God and to partner with God in making his
dream a greater reality in the world around us. Topics that are
addressed include: Living Beyond Loneliness God’s Passionate
Longing for Friendship Getting to Know Our Friend
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Understanding Prayer as Deepening Friendship Looking Outward
Together Exploring Our Friend’s Address Book Discerning What
Our Friend Wants Us to Do Blessing Others as Our Friend Has
Blessed Us Facing Our Fears with Our Friend Asking Our Friend
the Hardest Question The creator God who loves us and set the
whole universe into existence, and who sustains our lives in the
immediacy of each moment, wants our intimate friendship. As you
explore this good news you will be encouraged to see your faith and
your life in a totally new way.

Being the Person God Made You to Be
Scripture Confessions Collection
Why do we do, what we do, the way we do it? These are real
questions the typical person faces on a daily basis. After years of
exploring these questions for her own life, Debi King has developed
a passion to use God's word as the basis to explore why He chose to
be so creative and how we should respond to His plan. Uniquely
You helps set a standard to define our own distinctive design.
Uniquely You will provide a thought-provoking and soul-searching
platform to explore many of the variables that create our unique
character, personality, gifts, talents and purpose. While using
practical tools, real life stories, humor and Biblical examples
Uniquely You will expose you to eye opening principles which will
help you accept and embrace the person God created you to be.
Uniquely You is an easy to read and immediately apply workbook
style tool. Read it alone, with your spouse, family or group. This
book is for everyone!

The Fruit of the Spirit
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This article explores the lived experience of class in relation to
English evangelical Christianity. It examines how the subjective,
affective impacts of class are felt, navigated and negotiated by
working-class evangelical church leaders in the context of everyday
ministry. Recent class analysis (Abrahams and Ingram 2013;
Friedman 2016; Reay 2015) has mobilized and developed the
Bourdieusian concept of ‘cleft’ or divided habitus (Bourdieu
2000) in empirical study of the emotional impact of movement
across class fields. Examining data produced in interviews with
evangelical leaders, this article draws on this work, exploring how
working-class evangelical leaders experience cleft habitus as they
engage with different class fields in the course of their work in
ministry. It is argued that, whilst often overlooked in research on
classed subjectivities, religious identity plays a critical role in
provoking distinctive responses to the everyday experience of class.
The accounts suggest that, in the negotiation of feelings of cleft
habitus, interviewees’ Christian subjectivity prompts a proactive
seeking of an integrated identity that is both evangelical and
working-class.

The Glorious Mystery of the Person of Christ, God and
Man
In a world with a religion to meet every diverse mood, today's
Christians are no different from those of ancient Colossae. Fighting
Jewish legalism mixed with Eastern philosophies and Gnosticism,
Paul called on the Colossian church to stop partaking in the
misguided religious practices of their day and to find the one true
faith. In his profound, scholarly letter, Paul warned the people of
their heretical practices. His prevailing theme is the preeminence of
Christ. Paul knew that if the Colossians grasped even a glimpse of
the fullness of God, they would seize hold of their true identity and
stop looking elsewhere for spiritual fulfillment. In this Bible study
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based on his original commentary on Colossians, seasoned pastor
Dr. Warren W. Wiersbe challenges twenty-first-century believers in
another age of "religious tolerance." Using Paul's response to heresy
as one example, you will learn how to respond diplomatically yet
boldly to the falsehood that aims to corrupt our faith today.

Women Living Well
We live in an age when everyone is trying to live richer, fuller lives.
We're told to buy this, try that, eat those, and say no to the rest, as if
that's all we need to do to make our lives complete. Two thousand
years ago, the church at Colossae faced similar challenges. The
apostle Paul wrote a letter outlining the only way we can live
complete lives: Christ. What can we learn today from this ancient
church? Called by many scholars the "most profound letter Paul
ever wrote," Colossians warrants a careful, faithful study. In this
short but exciting letter, Paul makes the case for the supremacy of
Christ in all things. Best-selling author and teacher Warren W.
Wiersbe calls your attention to Paul's essential thoughts on living a
complete life.

Become the Person God Meant You to Be
Colossians
Have you ever hit a baseball with the fat part of the bat? It feels
much better than hitting a foul, doesnt it? What about hitting a nail
squarely on the head, as opposed to the glancing blow that ruins a
perfectly good nail? We have all been there. We have all
experienced the feeling our lives being just right, in various ways.
Many Christians know that God has a plan for their livesa just right
place for thembut they just dont know how to get there. With
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biblical explanation and everyday illustrations, Hardwired will help
you understand that the way God wired you has everything to do
with the way he will use you. You will learn how to act as yourself in
God, while you learn how you are Hardwired.

"The Kingdom of God is Within You"
This volume offers a robust theological investigation of the concept
of the person. Philip Rolnick calls us to think about personhood not
just psychologically -- understanding it as a set of traits or behaviors
or as a level of social adroitness -- but theologically. He believes that
person represents our highest understanding of our lives with regard
to each other, the world, and God. Some understanding of person
underlies virtually every significant Christian doctrine and points to
what is most at stake in it. A philosophically astute, historically
informed, scientifically minded theologian, Rolnick here highlights
the centrality of person for Christian thought by tracing its
development from pre-Christian anticipations through the early
church councils to Augustine, Boethius, Richard of St. Victor, and
Aquinas. Examining contemporary challenges to the concept of the
person from evolutionary biology and postmodern thought, Rolnick
demonstrates the impressive accomplishment of neo-Darwinian
research and then shows ways to interpret the biological data that
are consonant with Jesus' love commands. Rolnick's Person, Grace,
and God is a wide-ranging, deeply informed study of a topic of no
small importance in a world in which science, postmodern thought,
and Christian theology continuously engage each other.

The Wiersbe Bible Study Series: Colossians
Many of us are bent on producing and achieving, striving and
hustling for our self-worth. Beneath this relentless drive churns a
deep yearning to uncover our true selves and our purpose in this
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world. Gardeners familiar with the technique called "pruning open"
know that the secret to healthy plants and trees lies in subtracting
rather than adding. Similarly, we begin to flourish as we let go of
our false selves and allow God to prune us open. With powerful
stories and revealing research, Michelle DeRusha helps readers: learn how to declutter their hearts, minds, and souls through the
practice of directed rest - let go of busyness, striving, and false
identities to embrace their truest selves as beloved children of God grow in their relationships, vocations, communities, and intimacy
with God True You offers those exhausted by the pervasive domore, be-more messages of our society a path toward rest, renewal,
and, ultimately, wholeness in Christ.

The God-Man
Why did Jesus come to Earth as a man more than two thousand
years ago? Was it to fulfill prophecy? To save us from our sins? To
make the world a better place? Gaye Lisby suggests that Jesus came
to be more than fire insurance: He came to cleanse us with the
water of salvation and to prepare us for a second baptism of fire and
power-a baptism of the Holy Spirit. The result? We are indwelt with
the very Spirit of the Father and restored to fellowship with Him.
Unlike books that focus on godhead theology, spiritual gifts, or
speaking in tongues as evidence of the baptism of the Holy Spirit,
God within Us speaks of a journey to completion. Using uplifting,
lyrical prose, Lisby suggests that just as the cross wasn't Jesus's
destination, this Christian life doesn't end with salvation. Jesus came
that you may have the person of the Holy Spirit within you. Just as
God breathed life into Adam, the Holy Spirit breathes the eternally
living Word into each of us so that we may manifest Christ in all we
do, in turn breathing life into a world desperate to live.

Who Is This God Person, Anyway?
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God and You
Now with over 250,000 sold in the series, this new paperback
collection of scriptural, personalized declarations of faith includes
five books complete in one volume: Victorious Living, Spiritual
Growth, Healing, Finances, and Parenting.

The Renewed Mind
How well do you know yourself? Are you unsure of who you are
and live a life that reflects what other people think you should be?
Or does the opposite apply to you? Are you confident that you are
the person you think you should be? Hint: The best answer is,
“Neither.” The fact is, only God knows you well enough to know
who you are meant to be. He made you with a personality and
purpose unique just to you. That’s why He alone can develop you
into the person you were created to be. Formed in Secret offers a
real-life look into how God’s purpose is revealed and encourages a
deeply intimate relationship with Jesus. Following its examples will
help you to truly know yourself. It could be the very resource you
need for discovering the life God created you to live.

My True Identity
The Me I Want to Be
Soul Shaper
Our relationship with God is personal as well as communal. Jesus is
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personal as well as cosmic. God is immanent as well as
transcendent. He is the God of persons: The God of Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob. Much has been written about the communal,
liturgical aspect of Orthodoxy. Drawing upon the rich resources of
Sacred Tradition this book shows how faith is also personal; prayer
is personal; the sacraments are personal; the creed is personal;
Sacred Tradition is personal; spirituality is personal; the Trinity is
personal, etc. In fact, if faith is not personal it is not real. The
ultimate purpose of this book is to help every Christian establish a
daily personal relationship with Jesus. Revised and expanded.3rd
printing.

The Triune God
Provides a curriculum to guide teens in growing spiritually and
understand how to live life as God desires.

Becoming the person God intended for the world
The Jesus Person Pocket Promise Book
That which you hold in your hand can transform you to live and
walk as Jesus did. God has a glorious purpose for each of His
precious children, free from every bondage, walking in the
miraculous, in whatever specific area He has called you. How can
this be realised? Our growth is dependent on two factors. Firstly, it
depends on the extent to which we want to grow, for Him to
increase and us to decrease. If you have a longing from deep within,
to live the abundant life He has for you, this is for you. Secondly, it
depends on how much of the Word we yield to so that it take
dominion in our lives, and we live it. Knowing the scriptures just in
our minds will have some affect. But it is only if we delight in it,
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embrace it, letting it affect our whole being, soul and body, and then
live it, that we truly enter into the abundant life God longs for each
of us to walk in.

Formed in Secret
This guide encourages Christians to become more like Christ in
areas like dependency on God, prayer, facing challenges, patience,
and discipline.

True You
YOU DESERVE AN AMAZING MAN! So, where is he? Does he
even exist? I can tell you that he does and that he is out there,
chosen by God Himself and waiting for you to experience an
amazing relationship with him. But there are things to consider in
order to recognize and receive this man, and that’s where The
Man God Has for You: 7 Traits to Help You Determine Your Life
Partner comes in. Inside these pages is a guide not just to help you
determine if the man of your interest is the right one, but also to
help you get to the underlying issues that may prevent you from
recognizing if he is truly the one for you. This guide will tackle 3 key
points: - Address the misconception of not enough men - Give 7
essential traits to determine if the man you seek is the one God
intended for you - Provide guidance on how to heal from your past
and be open to the possibilities of embracing love This is not
another “how to get a man” guide. This book goes deeper to
remove any excess baggage, as well as assess the ways you’ve gone
about seeking the man who is for you. A compliment to GOD
Where’s My Boaz, this dating and relationship book will help you
prepare and position yourself to receive the man who is waiting to
receive you. Don't get caught up in a relationship with the man God
never intended you to be with…read The Man God Has for You
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now and get ready to recognize and receive the right one.

God Within Us
Place Christ on the highest throne overlooking every area of your
life, and the knowledge of His preeminence will shield you from
false teaching. Based on Dr. Wiersbe's original commentary on
Colossians.
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